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Abstract

Expressing complex OLAP queries using group-by, ag-
gregation, and joins can be extremely difficult. As a result
of this, many alternate ways of expressing such queries have
been developed by database researchers. The use of nested
query expressions (subqueries in SQL), are a natural part
of these techniques. Recent work has demonstrated how
any nested query expression can be rewritten using alge-
braic operators. However, the solutions have focused on
join/outer-join computations, which are not efficient in an
OLAP context where huge fact tables are present.

This paper proposes a technique that translates nested
query expressions into an algebra extended with the GMDJ
operator. The GMDJ is an operator with a simple and easy
to optimize implementation that is particularly useful for
OLAP computations because the size of intermediate re-
sults is bound by the size of the base-value argument re-
lation. We show that all SQL subqueries can be expressed
in the algebra using GMDJs. This not only makes it easy
to integrate subqueries into any query engine that supports
GMDJs, but also gives access to a broad range of OLAP op-
timization strategies. We discuss the coalescing of GMDJs
and the completion of tuples, two GMDJ optimizations that
are particularly relevant to subquery processing. Our ex-
perimental results demonstrate the validity and efficiencyof
our approach for computing subquery expressions.

1 Introduction

On-line analytical processing (OLAP) has been and is
the focus of intense research and commercial activity. Large
private and public organizations use data warehouses to
store and organize information collected in their standard
business processes. The need to analyze such data has
led to a significant body of research concerned with multi-
dimensional querying and analysis of very large databases.
New application areas and technology have led to diversi-

fication in the type od data collected, and analysis of such
data may often be highly complex and a-hoc.

Features likeCUBE BY [16] and grouping sets [11] al-
low the user a more fine-grained control over grouping and
aggregation. Such features allow the user to express com-
plex OLAP operations that would be difficult, or impossi-
ble, to express using SQL. Another feature often encoun-
tered in complex OLAP are subqueries. It is often easier to
express a complex OLAP query using subquery constructs
than to construct equivalent flattened queries. An analyst
considering the usage of an IP network might wish to ana-
lyze network statistics by asking questions such as: ”On an
hourly basis, what fraction of the traffic originating from IPs
for which there exist a user account is due to web traffic?”
While conveniently formulated with the help of subqueries,
such queries are generally a hard problem for query opti-
mization.

The naive approach to handling subqueries is to use
nested-loops (tuple iteration semantics). However, this
method is generally inefficient [17] and does not leave much
scope for optimization. As a result, the research community
has sought to discover methods that remove nested sub-
queries by unnesting or flattening these queries into SQL
or relational expressions without the nesting. Section 1.1
briefly surveys these methods.

1.1 Related Work

The majority of research on subqueries has, directly or
indirectly, been based on the work of Kim [17] or Ceri and
Gottlob [8]. Kim’s algorithm, and the extensions developed
by Ganski and Wong [15], and Muralikrishna [19, 20] are
source-to-source transformations over SQL and were based
on a join, or an aggregate then join/outer-join approach.

Ceri and Gottlob [8] defined the semantics of SQL
in terms of relational algebra and converted nested SQL
queries into a relational algebra extended with aggregate
functions and using set difference. Bækgaard and Mark [5]
built on this work, developing a nested algebra for describ-
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ing subqueries, but without considering aggregates, dupli-
cates, or null values.

Dayal [12] studied the transformation ofEXISTS sub-
queries into a variant of the relational algebra that handles
duplicate rows. His transformations employ a variety of
join, outer-join and join-aggregate constructs for the unnest-
ing. Bültzingsloewen [6] presented a two-step join unnest-
ing algorithm that transformed SQL expressions with sub-
queries into a calculus and an algebra with aggregation.

More recent work [24, 23, 14] has built on these tech-
niques to addresss problems such as aggregation, dupli-
cates, andNULL values in the data.

Rao and Ross [23] developed a strategy for reusing in-
variants in the evaluation of nested queries. Their strategy
is useful for queries where conventional unnesting fails to
provide efficient performance and thus supplements, rather
than replaces, other algorithms. The techniques described
by Rao and Ross can be leveraged for the GMDJ query pro-
cessing used in this paper, and thus allow us to generalize
these techniques for general subquery evaluation.

Themagic decorrelationof Seshadri et al. [24] is an al-
gorithmic approach to the unnesting of subqueries that ex-
tends the Starbust query optimizer [22]. Their approach is
essentially a generalization of the principles of [6, 15], eval-
uating the subqueries using a join or left-outer join construct
and temporary tables [24].

Galindo-Legaria and Joshi [14] solve subqueries in SQL
Server by decomposing them into primitive orthogonal
pieces (theAPPLYoperator), and then removing the cor-
relations by transforming them into joins,semi-joins, outer-
joins, setminus, etc., according to a set of rules built upon
the same principles of earlier algorithms. Almost identi-
cal approaches were independently proposed by Celis and
Zeller [7] and Wang et al. [26]

Unnesting has also been considered for object-oriented
databases (e.g., [18, 13]). However, their results are not di-
rectly applicable in our context.

1.2 Contributions

With the exception of [23], all algorithms proposed for
relational databases are based on rewriting the nested query
expression into either some form of joins or set difference.
It has previously been shown that it may not always be effi-
cient to rewrite all subqueries to these forms [22, 23]. This
is particularly true in an OLAP context with huge fact ta-
bles, where performing joins or set-difference operations
can be extremely costly.

In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to eval-
uating subqueries based on counting. We note that although
aggregation has been utilized in prior approaches, this is
only done where the query already contains aggregation,

whereas our approach uses counting as the central mech-
anism of the query rewriting.

Our algorithm transforms nested subqueries into an
algebra extended with theGMDJ operator for complex
OLAP [10, 2]. The use of the GMDJ operator permits us to
leverage OLAP optimizations, and thus enhances the space
of solutions that can be considered by an OLAP query op-
timizer. Our algorithm is a stable, efficient, and flexible
approach to evaluating subqueries.

1.3 Paper Outline

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents the
algebra used in the paper, introduces the GMDJ operator,
and presents our motivating example. Section 3 discusses
the transformation from nested query expressions to GMDJ
expressions and gives an algorithm. Section 4 discusses a
couple of GMDJ optimizations that are particularly relevant
to subquery expressions. Section 5 empirically compares
the performance of GMDJ expressions with other subquery
processing methods. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Nested Query Expressions

In this paper, we express nested query expressions us-
ing an extended version of the nested query algebra pro-
posed by Bækgaard and Mark [5], with the semantics of the
nested query expressions defined to comply with the seman-
tics of the SQL subquery constructs that they represent [25].
Following this scheme, we subdivide the nested query con-
structs considered in the paper into the following types. Let
φ ∈ {=, >,<,≤,≥, 6=}.

A nested comparison selectionhas the formσ[x φ S]B,
where S is a single-tuple, single-attribute algebraic expres-
sion. Aquantified nested comparison selectionhas the form
σ[x φsome S]B or σ[x φall S]B, where S is an alge-
braic expression. Anested existential selectionhas the form
σ[∃S]B or σ[∄S]B, where S is an algebraic expressions.

The above algebraic constructs mirror the standard SQL
subquery constructs. TheANY predicate is a synonym for
SOME, andIN (∈) andNOT IN (¬ ∈) are defined as fol-
lows [25]:

σ[x ∈ π[y](R)] ≡ σ[x =some π[y](R)]
σ[x¬ ∈ π[y](R)] ≡ σ[x 6=all π[y](R)]

A free reference[5], is an attribute reference in a predi-
cate that does not refer to any relation within the local scope
of its selection condition. Acorrelation predicateis a selec-
tion predicate that contains a free reference.

The nested algebra given above has the advantage that it
directly maps to subquery constructs of an SQL-like OLAP
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query language. We note that our transformation rules are
not dependent on the use of this nested algebra; it would
be equally easy to derive the transformations given below
for other algebra variants as well; e.g., we could map to
GMDJs from theAPPLYoperator (used to represent loop-
ing subquery evaluation) of [14] in the same way.

2.2 The Generalized Multi-Dimensional Join Op-
erator

Thegeneralized multi-dimensional joinoperator (in the
rest of this paper referred to simply as the GMDJ) al-
lows for the algebraic expression of many complex OLAP
queries [10, 2]. A salient feature of the operator is that it
provides a clean separation between the definition of the
groups and the definition of the aggregate in the OLAP
query, and thus allows the expression of a series of complex
aggregations over different data partitions using a singleal-
gebraic operator.

Let θ be a (complex) condition overB andR, b be a
tuple, andR be a relation. We writeattr(θ) to denote the
set of attributes used inθ. RNG(b, R, θ) = {r|r ∈ R ∧
θ(b, r)} denotes the range ofb; i.e., the set of tuples inR
that satisfiesθ givenb. We use{{. . .}} to denote a multiset.

Definition 2.1 Let B(B) and R(R) be relations, θi

be a condition with attr(θi) ⊆ B ∪ R, and
li be a list of aggregate functions (fi1, fi2, . . . , fini

)
over attributes ci1, ci2, . . . , cini

in R. The GMDJ,
MD(B,R, (l1, . . . , lm), (θ1, . . . , θm)), yields a relation
with schema1: X = (B, f11 R c11, . . . , f1n1

R c1n1
,

fm1 R cm1, . . . , fmnm
R cmnm

) whose instance is deter-
mined as follows. Each tupleb ∈ B contributes to an output
tuplex, such that:

• x[A] = b[A], for every attributeA ∈ B

• x[fiji
R ciji

] = fiji
{{t[ciji

]|t ∈ RNG(b, R, θj)}},
for every attributefiji

R ciji
of x.

�

The GMDJ is a composite operator that neatly summa-
rizes a complex algebra expression. Like a join it takes two
operands:B, thebase-values relationandR, thedetail re-
lation. It returns a single output relationX , consisting of
the tuples ofB extended by the computed aggregate func-
tions of l1, . . . , lm. For each tuplex ∈ X , the aggregate
functions inli only range over the tuples ofR that fulfill θi.
The GMDJ offers a great deal of flexibility when defining
aggregation, asB andR can be arbitrary tables andθ can
be an arbitrary predicate defined overB andR.

1Attributes are appropriately renamed if there are any duplicate names
generated this way. In our examples we writeE → C to renameE to C.

As demonstrated in prior papers (e.g., [11, 9], the GMDJ
can be evaluated very efficiently. In fact, the results of
Rao and Ross [23] can be viewed as an optimization of the
GMDJ evaluation algorithm. The results presented in this
paper allow us to exploit the techniques of [23] to optimize
the evaluation of all the subqueries, rather than just a small
subset of them.

Note also that [14] introduces a variant on theapplyop-
erator referred to asSEGMENT-APPLY, a primitive opera-
tor built on the concepts of segmented evaluation presented
in [11]. However, becauseSEGMENT-APPLYis considered
only as a special-case operator, the algorithm in [14] does
not exploit the concept. Using the GMDJ, we demonstrate
how segmented evaluation techniques can be generally ex-
tended to the evaluation of subqueries by using the power
of counting.

2.3 Motivating Examples

Consider an IP provider wishing to analyze IP flows. An
IP flow is a sequence of packets transferred from a given
source to a given destination, using a givenProtocol.
All packets in a flow pass through a given router, which
maintains summary statistics about the flow and dumps out
a tuple for each flow passing through it. Assume a data
warehouse with the following schema.

User (UserIP, Name, Address, Balance)
Flow (RouterId, SourceIP, SourcePort,

DestIP, DestPort, Protocol, StartTime,
EndTime, NumPackets, NumBytes)

Hours(HourDescription, StartInterval,
EndInterval)

Hours is a time dimension used for specifying complex
OLAP queries.

Example 2.1 Assume we want to ask the following: “On
an hourly basis, what fraction of the traffic is due to web
traffic?” This very simple question is actually a fairly com-
plex OLAP query, requiring multiple joins and aggregations
if we were to attempt to express it using standard algebraic
operators. It can be expressed with a single GMDJ operator,
as follows:

π[HourDescription, sum1/sum2]σ[cnt1 = cnt2]
(MD(Hours→ H,F low → R, (l1, l2), (θ1, θ2)))

where:

l1 : (sum(F.NumBytes) → sum1)
l2 : (sum(F.NumBytes) → sum2)
θ1 : (R.StartTime >= H.StartInterval ∨ R.StartTime

< H.EndInterval ∧ R.Protocol = ”HTTP”)
θ2 : (R.StartTime >= H.StartInterval ∧ R.StartTime

< H.EndInterval)
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Hours
HourDsc. StartInterval EndInterval
1 0 60
2 61 120
3 121 180

Flow
StartTime Protocol NumBytes ...
43 HTTP 12 ...
86 HTTP 36 ...
99 FTP 48 ...
132 HTTP 24 ...
156 HTTP 24 ...
161 FTP 48 ...

Result
HourDsc. sum1/sum2
1 12/12
2 36/84
3 48/96

Figure 1 : Input table Hours and Flows and Output table for GMD J in Example 2.1

Figure 1 shows two input table (on the left) and the result-
ing output table (with the resultssum1 andsum2 left unre-
duced) generated by the GMDJ above.
�

Because of the split between the “grouping” and aggre-
gation aspect of the complex OLAP expression, we are able
identify common sub-expressions and express with a sin-
gle GMDJ an operation that would require three joins and
two aggregation operations using a conventional algebra. In
cases where the base-values table (the Hours table in the
above example) fits into main-memory, it would be possi-
ble to evaluate ina single scan of the detail tableusing
GMDJs. Even in those cases where in-memory compu-
tation is not possible, simple memory management tech-
niques allow us to avoid unnecessary buffer thrashing and
compute the GMDJ at a well-defined cost. The ability to ef-
ficiently evaluate queries that would otherwise require mul-
tiple, expensive join operations is one of the salient features
of the GMDJ operator.

Example 2.2 Let us extend the OLAP query given above,
to examine the trends for specific hour intervals. We wish
to find out: ”For each hour in which there exists traffic to
DestIP 167.167.167.0, what fraction of the total traffic is
due to web traffic?” This is expressed as:

π[HourDescription, sum1/sum2]σ[cnt1 = cnt2]
(MD(B, F low → R, (l1, l2), (θ1, θ2)))

where:

B = σ[∃[FI .DestIP = 167.167.167.0 ∧ FI .StartT ime >=
H.StartInterval∧ FI .StartT ime < H.EndInterval]
(F low → FI)]Hours→ H

l1 : (sum(F.NumBytes) → sum1)
l2 : (sum(F.NumBytes) → sum2)
θ1 : (R.StartTime >= B.StartInterval ∧ R.StartTime <

B.EndInterval ∧ R.Protocol = ”HTTP”)
θ2 : (R.StartTime >= B.StartInterval ∧ R.StartTime <

B.EndInterval)

�

The subquery constructB in Example 2.2 is easy to
unnest using conventional unnesting algorithms as it con-
tains a simpleEXISTS subquery that can be converted to
a join or semi-join. However, as we will demonstrate in

Section 3, it can equally easily be converted to a GMDJ ex-
pression, which allows us to leverage a variety of powerful
optimizations that can result in improved performance.

Example 2.3 Assume we want to compute the total amount
of traffic originating at an IP address and the total amount
of traffic received by this IP address. We only want to
do this for SourceIPs for which there does not exist any
flows to DestIP 167.167.167.0, there exist flows to DestIP
168.168.168.0, and there do not exist any flows to DestIP
169.169.169.0. The above query is very easy to express us-
ing subqueries, as follows:

B = σ[∄[θS1](F low → F1) & ∃[θS2](F low → F2) &
∃[θS3](F low → F3)]π[SourceIP ](F low → FO)

where:

θS1 : (F0.SourceIP = F1.SourceIP &
F1.DestIP = ”167.167.167.0”)

θS2 : (F0.SourceIP = F2.SourceIP &
F2.DestIP = ”168.168.168.0”)

θS3 : (F0.SourceIP = F3.SourceIP &
F3.DestIP = ”169.169.169.0”)

The aggregate can still be computed using GMD-joins:

π[SourceIP, sumTo, sumFrom]
(MD(B, F low → F, (l1, l2), (θ1, θ2)))

where:

l1 : (sum(F.NumBytes) → sumTo)
l2 : (sum(F.NumBytes) → sumFrom)
θ1 : (B.SourceIP = F.SourceIP)
θ2 : (B.SourceIP = F.DestIP)

�

Because of the separation of grouping and aggregation
in the GMDJ, it is easy to define this rather complex OLAP
query using subqueries. The base-values table is a sim-
ple distinct projection with multipleEXISTS subqueries.
Such subqueries can be relatively easily unnested; e.g., to
joins/outer-joins using conventional unnesting algorithms.
However, performing self-joins on the fact table of a data
warehouse (which is what unnesting using joins in the
above case would result in) is however not necessarily the
best idea, and even heavily optimized, the join expressions
derived for the above queries are likely to be extremely
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Nested Query Expression GMDJ expression

σ[B.x φ π[R.y]σ[θ](R)]B σ[cnt = 1](MD(B,R, (count(∗) → cnt), θ ∧B.x φ R.y))
σ[B.x φ π[f(R.y)]σ[θ](R)]B σ[x φ fy](MD(B,R, (f(y) → fy), θ))

σ[B.x φsome π[R.y]σ[θ](R)]B σ[cnt > 0](MD(B,R, (count(∗) → cnt), θ ∧R.x φ B.y))

σ[B.x φall π[R.y]σ[θ](R)]B
σ[cnt1 = cnt2](MD(B,R, ((count(∗) → cnt1), (count(∗) → cnt2)),

((θ ∧R.x φ B.y), (θ))))
σ[∃σ[θ](R)]B σ[cnt > 0](MD(B,R, (count(∗) → cnt), θ))

σ[∄σ[θ](R)]B π[A]σ[cnt = 0](MD(B,R, (count(∗) → cnt), θ))

Table 1. Mapping Nested Query Expressions into GMDJs

costly. In the following, we will demonstrate how the flexi-
bility of the GMDJ operator allow us to evaluate the aggre-
gates of the complex query involving three subqueries and a
complex aggregation in justa single scan of theFlow table.

3 Computing Subqueries using GMDJs

In this section, we develop an algorithm to efficiently
evaluate subqueries expressed with the nested algebra given
in Section 2.1, using GMDJs. We first discuss how to map a
simple nested query expression with a single subquery into
a GMDJ expression. We extend this basic algorithm to dis-
cuss how multiply nested subqueries are handled using our
basic approach. Section 3.3 presents the full algorithm.

3.1 SQL Query with a Single Subquery

LetB andR be tables. Then we translate a query expres-
sionQ with a single nested query expressionS as follows.

Theorem 3.1 Let Q be an algebraic query expression
σ[S](B), whereS is a nested query expression. LetR be
a table,x andy be attributes,f(y) be an aggregate func-
tion over the attributey, andθ be the correlation condition
of subqueryS. Letφ ∈ {=, >,<,≤,≥, 6=}, and let→ de-
note the renaming of an attribute. Table 1 maps the query
Q with nested query expressions to an equivalent GMDJ
expressionσ[C](MD(B,R, l, θ′)).

Proof: LetX = σ[ψ]MD(B∪{b}, R, l, θ′), whereψ andθ′

are the selection and aggregate-conditions specified in The-
orem 3.1. We demonstrate that tupleb is inX iff tuple b is
in Q = σ[S](B ∪ {b}). Observe that within the limits of
the query form defined in Theorem 3.1, it is sufficient for
the proper handling ofNULL values if the algebraic expres-
sion selectsb if the subquery predicate returnstrue. This
is so because a tuple evaluating tofalse or unknown is
discarded—the so-calledwhere-clause truncation[21].

The comparison predicate over an attribute returns
unknown if either of the operands is theNULL value, oth-
erwise returningtrue if b.x φ R.x. Sinceunknown

= false in this context, it follows thatQ will contain
the tupleb iff b.x φ R.c and θ(b, R.c) is true. This
is equivalent to saying thatRNG(R, b, (b.x φ R.y ∧ θ))
must contain one tuple. Thecount(*) of our tupleb in
the GMDJ translation for the comparison predicate returns
precisely|RNG(b, R, (b.xφR.y ∧ θ))| (this follows from
Definition 2.1). Thus,σ[cnt = 1] selects the tupleb iff
RNG(R, b, (b.xφR.y ∧ θ)) returns exactly one tuple. We
note that the comparison predicate is only well-defined if
the inner block returns only one tuple.

The comparison predicateover an aggregate function
follows the same 3VL rule as above, returningtrue if
b.x φ f(R.y). It follows that Q will contain the tu-
ple b iff b.x φ f(R.y), wheref(R.y) = f{{R.y|r ∈
RNG(b, R, θ)}}. Following Definition 2.1, we find that
the GMDJ translation computesf(R.y) for RNG(b, R, θ),
and then performs the selectionb.x φ f(R.y). Thus the
algebraic expression with the GMDJ is a direct mapping of
the definition of the subquery construct [25].

Thequantified comparison predicatesome istrue if
the comparison predicate evaluates totrue for at least one
tuple inR, false if S is empty or if the comparison predi-
cate evaluates tofalse for all tuples inR, unknown oth-
erwise. It follows thatb is inQ iff RNG(b, R, b.x φ r.y ∧
θ) is greater than 0 (anything else results infalse or
unknown). Thecount(*) of our tupleb in the GMDJ
translation for the quantified comparison predicatesome
returns precisely|RNG(b, R, (b.x φ R.y ∧ θ))|. Thus
σ[cnt > 0] returns the tupleb in its result iff ∃r ∈
R|b.x φ r.y ∧ θ(b, r).

The quantified comparison predicateall is true
if R is empty or if the comparison predicate evaluates
to true for every tuple inR, false if the compari-
son predicate evaluates tofalse for at least one tuple in
R, andunknown otherwise. IfR is empty, thencnt1
and cnt2 both evaluate to 0 andb is selected.2 If R

2The commonly held assumption that anall predicate can be reduced
to a subquery using aggregate functions (e.g.,B.x > all R.y is pro-
posed equivalent toB.x > max(R.y)) is incorrect. While seemingly a
reasonable assumption, it breaks down whenb correlates to the empty ta-
ble; while theall predicate will returntrue, the Type-JA query will
returnunknown(max of nothing evaluates toNULL).
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is not empty, then the queryQ contains the tupleb iff
∀r ∈ RNG(b, R, θ)|b.x φ r.y. This corresponds to stat-
ing that RNG(b, R, θ)−̇RNG(b, R, θ ∧ b.x φ r.y) =
∅. The GMDJ expression forall computes two counts:
|RNG(b, R, θ ∧ b.x φ r.y)| and |RNG(b, R, θ)|. Since
RNG(b, R, θ ∧ b.x φ r.y) ⊆ RNG(b, R, θ), it follows
that if |RNG(b, R, θ ∧ b.x φ r.y)| = |RNG(b, R, θ)|, then
RNG(b, R, θ ∧ b.x φ r.y) = RNG(b, R, θ).

The exists predicate ∃ returns the tupleb iff
|RNG(b, R, θ)| > 0 [25], otherwise returningfalse. The
GMDJ expression directly maps this definition.

The not exists predicate ∄ returns the tupleb iff
|RNG(b, R, θ)| = 0 [25], otherwise returningfalse. The
GMDJ expression directly maps this definition.�

The key observation in the mapping given in Table 1
is that we transform a selection over a complex predicate
(the nested query expression) into a simply selection over
a complex aggregate expression (the GMDJ). Note the use
of counting for the subquery evaluation. As demonstrated
in [10, 2, 1], GMDJs permit an efficient evaluation of the
complex aggregate expression.

We note that the resulting GMDJ expressions are regular
algebraic expression andnot nested query expressions. The
GMDJ is a binary operator that takes two tables as input just
like a join; an identical notation for joins would write the ex-
pressionR1 ⊲⊳θ R2 ⊲⊳θ R3 as⊲⊳ (R3, (⊲⊳ (R1, R2, θ), θ)

3.
Like joins, the GMDJ can commute with other algebraic
operators (projections, selections, joins, etc.) under the ap-
propriate conditions.

Example 3.1 Consider the nested query expression in Ex-
ample 2.2. Following the transformation rules of Table 1,
we can rewrite the query with nested expressions into the
following form:

π[HourDescription, sum1/sum2]
(MD(B, F low → R, (l1, l2), (θ1, θ2)))

wherel1, l2, θ1, θ2 are defined as in Example 2.2, and:

B = σ[cnt > 0]MD(Hours → H,F low → FI , lS, θS)
lS : (count(∗) → cnt)
θS : FI .DestIP = 167.167.167.0 ∧ FI .StartT ime >=
H.StartInterval& FI .StartT ime < H.EndInterval

�

Theorem 3.1 can be used to translate any query with a sin-
gle nested expression block into an equivalent algebraic
expression using GMDJs. Occasionally, however, queries
will contain more than one subquery block. Such subquery
blocks can be either nested at the same level, or a subquery
blocks nested within another subquery block.

3An alternate join-like notation for the GMDJ operator, would be to
write the GMDJMD(B, R, l, θ) on the following form:BMD ⊲⊳l

θ
R).

Subquery blocks nested at the same level are handled
quite easily by computing all of the aggregates required
first, and then performing the selections (as given by Theo-
rem 3.1) corresponding to the subquery predicates.

Example 3.2 Consider the nested expression in the OLAP
query of Example 2.3, which contains multiple subquery
expressions. This can be rewritten into the following alge-
braic expression containing GMDJs (withl1, l2, θ1, θ2 de-
fined as for Example 2.3).

π[SourceIP, sumTo, sumFrom]
(MD(B, F low → F, (l1, l2), (θ1, θ2)))

where:

B = σ[cnt1 = 0 ∧ cnt2 > 0 ∧ cnt3 = 0]
MD(MD(MD((π[SourceIP ]F low → F0),
(F low → F1), lS1, θS1), (F low → F2), lS2,
θS2), (F low → F3), lS3, θS3)

lS1 : (count(∗) → cnt1)
lS2 : (count(∗) → cnt2)
lS3 : (count(∗) → cnt3)
θS1 : (F0.SourceIP = F1.SourceIP &

F1.DestIP = ”167.167.167.0”)
θS2 : (F0.SourceIP = F2.SourceIP &

F2.DestIP = ”168.168.168.0”)
θS3 : (F0.SourceIP = F3.SourceIP &

F3.DestIP = ”169.169.169.0”)

Since GMDJs can commute with each other, the order-
ing of the GMDJs inB can be arbitrary. As we will demon-
strate in Section 4, the flexibility of the GMDJ will allow us
to significantly optimize this expression using simple alge-
braic transformations.�

3.2 Linearly-nested Subqueries

Linearly-nested subqueries are query expressions where
the nested expressions contains additional nested query ex-
pressions. We distinguish between two forms of correla-
tion predicates in this case:neighboring predicatesrefer-
ence only tables in their own query expression and tables
of the immediately enclosing query expression. All other
correlation predicates arenon-neighboring predicates[20].

Theorem 3.2 LetB be a table, andθ1, . . . , θn be the corre-
lation predicates overB andR1, . . . , Rn respectively. Let
φ ∈ {=, >,<,≤,≥, 6=}, andψi be a predicate such that:
ψi := x φi | x φi,some | x φi,all | ∃ | ∄. Let̟ ∈ {∨,∧}. Let
Ci, li, andθ′i be the appropriate conditions derived using
Theorem 3.1 for subquerySi. Then a linear nested query
expression on the following form:

σ[ψ2(σ[θ2 ̟ ψ1σ[θ1](R1)](R2))](B)

Can be transformed into the following GMDJ expression:

σ[C2]MD(B, (MD(R2, R1, l1, θ
′

1
)), l2, θ

′

2
̟ C1)
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Theorem 3.2 extends Theorem 3.1 to multi-block
queries. Intuitively, we simply transform the inner-most
nested expression to GMDJs, prior to transforming the outer
nested expression. Thus the innermost nested query block
(R1), forms the detail table for a GMDJ expression withR2

as is base-values table. This GMDJ expression then forms
the detail table for an additional GMDJ expression.

Theorem 3.2 is an intuitive extension of the basic the-
orem. However, it needs to be extended further if it is to
handle non-neighboring correlation predicates. To illustrate
the problem, consider the following example.

Example 3.3 We want to know the user accounts that have
been active (i.e., have been the source of traffic) in each hour
since January 1, 2002. Such a query is easiest to express
through a double existential negation; essentially, thereis
no hourly interval for which there has not been traffic from
the user’s IP. This can be expressed as:

σ[∄(σ[θH ∧ (∄σ[θF ](F low → F ))](Hours→ H))]
(User → U)

where:

θH : H.StartInterval > ”00 : 00 : 0001 − 01 − 02”
θF : F.StartT ime >= H.StartInterval∧ F.StartT ime <
H.EndInterval ∧ F.SourceIP = U.IPAddress

Transforming the query to remove the nested query expres-
sions, we derive the following:

σ[cntH = 0∧]MD(User → U, (σ[cntF = 0]
MD(Hours→ H,F low → F, lF , θF )), lH , θH)

where:
lH : (count(∗) → cntH)
lF : (count(∗) → cntF )

As we can see,θF contains the non-neighboring predicate
F.SourceIP = User.IPAddress, which leads to aθ-
condition in the GMDJ with a reference to the tableFlow.
This is a clear violation of the the semantics of the GMDJ,
which requiresattr(θ) ⊆ B ∪ R. �

To safely handle non-neighboring predicates, we can
push down the source table of the outer query to our de-
tail tables. The following two transformation rules of the
GMDJ, permit us to handle non-neighboring predicates
within the GMDJ framework.

Theorem 3.3 LetB andR be tables,l a list of aggregate
functions, andθ a condition. Then:

MD(B,R, l, θ) = MD(B, (B ⊲⊳θ R), l, θ)

Theorem 3.4 LetB, R, andT be tables,l a list of aggre-
gate functions,C a join condition andθ the condition of the
GMDJ. Then:

T ⊲⊳C MD(B,R, l, θ) = MD((T ⊲⊳C B), R, l, θ)

The proofs of the above follow from the semantics of
the GMDJ ( [1] for the details). These basic transformation
rules allows us to push down the outer-most base-values ta-
ble until all non-neighboring correlation predicates in the
GMDJ expression are legal.

We note that the only case where there is a need to
introduce joins into the algorithm is in the case of non-
neighboring predicates. Essentially, these expressions will
result in expressions similar to join/outer-join unnesting
methods [12, 20], with GMDJs in place of their aggregation
operators. Optimized correctly to take advantage of simi-
lar joins that may be generated by multiple push downs, the
GMDJ algorithm will require the computation ofn−1 joins
(where n is equivalent to the depth of the non-neighboring
predicate); the exact same number as would be required if
we employed a conventional join/outer-join strategy.

In general, non-neighboring predicates do not have a
nice solution [20, 4], and require the use of supplementary
joins. However, the GMDJ algorithm still performs well
compared to conventional unnesting. Consider, for exam-
ple, the query of Example 3.3.

Example 3.4 Following Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 the trans-
lation of the nested query in Example 3.3 yields the follow-
ing algebraic expression:

σ[cntH = 0∧]MD(User → U, (σ[cntF = 0]
MD((User ⊲⊳θH

Hours) → H,F low → F, lF , θF )), lH , θH)

Thus we find that we can handle this nested query expres-
sion with non-neighboring predicates by adding a single
join to the query expression.

For comparison, consider the same query unnested using
theAPPLYoperator used in Microsoft SQL Server 8. Re-
placing the nested queries withAPPLYoperators and then
removing these, we would derive the following query ex-
pression [14]:

User \AU
((User ⊲⊳θH

Hours) \AUH
(User ⊲⊳θF U

(Hours ⊲⊳θF H
F low)))

where:

θH : H.StartInterval > ”00 : 00 : 0001 − 01 − 02”
θF H : F.StartT ime >= H.StartInterval∧

F.StartT ime < H.EndInterval
θF U : F.SourceIP = User.IPAddress
AU : SchemaofUser
AUH : SchemaofUser ⊲⊳ Hours

Essentially, the resulting query is the definition of rela-
tional division; which expresses the universal quantification
query of Example 3.3. It should be obvious from this ex-
ample that, even for nested query expressions with non-
neighboring predicates, the leveraging of GMDJ expres-
sions can potentially result in significant improvements in
query evaluation.�
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Algorithm SubqueryToGMDJ(Q)

Apply de Morgan’s laws to push down negations to the atomic predicates
Eliminate negations in front of subqueries using the rules:

¬(t φ S) =⇒ t φ̄ S, ¬(t φsomeS) =⇒ (t φ̄allS), ¬(t φallS) =⇒ (t φ̄someS)
Let X = π[A]σ[W ]MD(B, ∅, {{}}, true)
Iterate over X repeatedly until all subqueries Si are eliminated {

σ[Wi]MD(B,R, l, θ) ⇒ σ[W ′

i ]MD((MD(B,R, ln, θ)), Ri, li, θ
′

i)
σ[W ]MD(B,R, l, Si ̟ θ) ⇒ σ[W ]MD(B, (MD(R,Ri, li, θi)), l, Ci ̟ θ)

}
Push down tables to non-neighbor predicates as appropriate (cf. Propositions 3.3 and 3.4)
return X

3.3 The Integrated Algorithm

This section synthesizes the theorems into an integrated
algorithm that translates general nested query expression
into an algebraic expression with GMDJs. Pushing down
and eliminating negations in the subquery expressions en-
sures that values in the data are handled correctly [4].

Theorem 3.5 Let Q be a query expression with nested
predicates on the following formσ[W ]B, whereW is a
predicateW ::= ¬(W ) | W ∧ W | W ∨ W | P
and P is a comparison predicate or subquery expression
Si. Let Si be on the form ofQ, and letCi, li, andθ′i be
the selection, aggregate functions, and theta conditions as
determined by Theorem 3.1 for the subquery predicateSi.
Ri is the source table of subquerySi. Let∅ be the empty ta-
ble and̟ ∈ {∧,∨}. LetWi represent a general predicate
containingSi, thenW ′

i represents the same predicate with
the conditionSi replaced byCi. The algebraic expression
returned by AlgorithmSubqueryToGMDJ(Q) correctly
computesQ.

AlgorithmSubqueryToGMDJ is a simple and efficient
algorithm that correctly translates a nested query expression
containing one or more arbitrarily nested subqueries, to a
GMDJ expression.

4 GMDJ Optimizations for Subqueries

GMDJs can be evaluated very effectively, and both an-
alytical and experimental studies of the GMDJ expres-
sions constructed by AlgorithmSubqueryToGMDJ indi-
cate that this basic algorithm provides an efficient way to
evaluate subqueries. However, introduction of the GMDJ
allows the leveraging of additional algebraic transforma-
tions and optimization techniques that are relevant in an
OLAP context. A general treatment of the algebraic trans-
formations possible is beyond the scope of this paper

(see [10, 2, 1] for details); here we present only two gen-
eral GMDJ optimizations that are well-suited for optimizing
GMDJ expressions representing subqueries.

4.1 Coalescing of GMDJs

One of the salient properties of the GMDJ is that a se-
quence of GMDJs can be coalesced to form a single GMDJ,
provided that both GMDJs in a sequence are over the same
underlying base table, and the GMDJs conditions are inde-
pendent of each other. We note that the latter requirement
is always true for nested tree subqueries. Thus, we only
need to verify that the underlying tables of the conjunctive
tree queries are identical to determine whether coalescingis
possible.

Proposition 4.1 Let B be a table, andS1 to Sn be sub-
query expressions over tablesR1 to Rn. Let̟ ∈ {∧,∨}.
If R = R1 = R2 = . . . = Rn, then:

σ[S1 ̟1 S2 ̟2 · · · ̟1 Sn](B)

can be transformed into the following GMDJ expression:
π[A]σ[C1 ̟1 C2 ̟2 · · · ̟n−1 Cn]
MD(B,R, (l1, l2, . . . , ln), (θ′

1
, θ′

2
, . . . , θ′n) �

Proposition 4.1 follows directly from the theorems for
coalescing GMDJs [10, 2].

Example 4.1 Recall the query of Example 2.3. Since all
three subqueries range over the same subquery table, it fol-
lows that we can apply Proposition 4.1. Thus, instead of
generating three GMDJs to compute the three nested query
expression (as in Example 3.2), we can do with just a single
GMDJ in the base-values table.

π[SourceIP, sumTo, sumFrom]
(MD(B, F low → F, (l1, l2), (θ1, θ2)))
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where lS1, lS2, lS3, l1, l2, θ1, θ2 are defined as in Exam-
ple 3.2, and:

B = σ[cnt1 = 0 ∧ cnt2 > 0 ∧ cnt3 = 0]
MD((π[SourceIP ]F low → F0), (F low → FS),

(lS1, lS2, lS3), (θS1, θS2, θS3))
θS1 : (F0.SourceIP = FS.SourceIP &

FS.DestIP = ”167.167.167.0”)
θS2 : (F0.SourceIP = FS.SourceIP &

FS.DestIP = ”168.168.168.0”)
θS3 : (F0.SourceIP = FS.SourceIP &

FS.DestIP = ”169.169.169.0”)

In this particular case, we could in fact improve upon the ex-
pression further by pushing up the selections and coalescing
the GMDJs. This would result in the following:

π[SourceIP, sumTo, sumFrom]
σ[cnt1 = 0 ∧ cnt2 > 0 ∧ cnt3 = 0]

(MD(((π[SourceIP ]F low) → B, (F low) → F,
(lS1, lS2, lS3, l1, l2), (θS1, θS2, θS3, θ1, θ2)))

where lS1, lS2, lS3, l1, l2, θ1, θ2 are defined as in Exam-
ple 3.2, and:

θS1 : (B.SourceIP = F.SourceIP &
F.DestIP = ”167.167.167.0”)

θS2 : (B.SourceIP = F.SourceIP &
F.DestIP = ”168.168.168.0”)

θS3 : (B.SourceIP = F.SourceIP &
F.DestIP = ”169.169.169.0”)

We thus find that, given the base-values table
π[SourceIP ]Flow, a single scan of theFlow table
suffices to compute all the aggregates required.�

Essentially, coalescing allows us to evaluate a complex
expression representingmultiple subqueries over the same
table, in just a single scan of that table. This form of com-
plex relation sharing isnot easy for a conventional opti-
mizer using joins and traditional aggregate operators to de-
tect [11, 9]. Coalescing is a particularly useful optimization
when evaluating queries over large amounts of data as it sig-
nificantly reduces disk I/O; thus leveraging these forms of
techniques is particularly important in an OLAP context.

4.2 Base-tuple Completion

Another GMDJ optimization that is particularly well-
suited for the expressions generated by GMDJ queries is
that of removing completed base tuples from the evaluation.
During query evaluation, there will be some point when a
tupleb ∈ B is completed, i.e., when no further tuples yet to
be evaluated inR can have any effect on the result of tuple
b. If a tuple b is completed with respect to all conditions
θi ∈ {θ1, . . . , θm}, then we need not consider it during fur-
ther computation of that GMDJ. This allows us to reduce the

in-memory size of the base-result structure (e.g., by trans-
ferring the completed tuples to disk), and thus speed up the
query processing.

Definition 4.1 An entry x ∈ X of a GMDJ is said to be
completedwith respect to the GMDJ iff no tuples further
into the query evaluation will affect the output ofX with
respect tox. An entry isactiveiff it is not completed.�

Recall the definition of the range function:
RNG(b, R, θ) = {r ∈ R|θ(b, r) is true}. Let bi be
the i’th tuple of B and rj be thej’th tuple of R. Con-
ceptually then, the GMDJ evaluation algorithm computes
RNG(b, r, θ1), · · · , RNG(b, r, θm), ∀bi ∈ B, ∀rj ∈ R.
We can use the concept ofRNG to formalize our tuple
completion criteria.

Theorem 4.1 Let Q = π[A]σ[|RNG| >

0](MD(B,R, (l1, . . . , lm), (θ1, . . . , θm))). Let bi ∈ B

and rj ∈ R. If A ∩ (l1 ∪ . . . ∪ lm) = ∅ and
θ1(bi, rj) ∧ . . . ∧ θm(bi, rj) is true, at any time dur-
ing the evaluation ofQ, then |RNG| > 0 and bi is
completed with respect toQ.

Theorem 4.2 Let Q = σ[|RNG| =
0](MD(B,R, (l1, . . . , lm), (θ1, . . . , θm))). Letbi ∈ B and
rj ∈ R. If θ1(bi, rj) ∧ . . . ∧ θm(bi, rj) is true, at any time
during the evaluation ofQ, then |RNG| <> 0 and bi is
completed with respect toQ.

Essentially, Theorem 4.1 catches those tuples that will
return true for the selection condition. The crucial point
in this theorem is that the projection negates the need for
a precise calculation of the aggregates inl1, . . . , lm. The-
orem 4.2, on the other hand, catches those tuples that will
return false for the selection condition. We note that GMDJ
expressions such as the above rarely occur in standard, non-
nested query expression. However the expressions derived
from subqueries almost all involve GMDJ expressions that
match the conditions of Theorems 4.1 and/or 4.2.

Example 4.2 Consider the GMDJ expression of Exam-
ple 4.1. Observe that the range of the selection condi-
tion cnt1 = 0 ∧ cnt2 > 0 ∧ cnt3 = 0 is greater than
0 iff cnt1 = 0, cnt2 > 0, andcnt3 = 0. However it
is 0 if either cnt1 > 0, cnt2 = 0, or cnt > 0. This
implies that |RNG| = 0, iff |RNG(b, F low, θS1)| >

0∨|RNG(b, F low, θS2)| = 0∨|RNG(b, F low, θS3)| > 0.
It follows that if θS1 or θS3 evaluate to true for a tuple
r ∈ Flow, then the tupleb ∈ Flow can be discarded from
the query result.�

In the general case, detecting completeness of tuples is
undecidable. However, nested query expressions will tend
to result in algebraic queries in which the optimization of
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 can easily be identified and used with
advantage.
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Figure 2 : EXISTS subquery Figure 3 : Comparison predicate subquery

5 Experiments

In this section, we discuss a set of experiments compar-
ing the performance of a GMDJ query engine computing
nested query expressions (referred to as “GMDJ” in the fig-
ures) with the performance of a commercial DBMS engine
computing the query using its “native” mode (“Std”), and a
join/outer-join unnested translation of the nested query ex-
pressions (“Unst”). We derived four test databases from the
TPC(R)dbgen program of between 50-200 Mbytes.

For the GMDJ processing, we used a primitive imple-
mentation of a GMDJ query engine that interfaces to the
target DBMS through an API to fetch tuples and then pro-
cesses the GMDJ using C++ code. The GMDJ query engine
was limited to a hash index strategy and simple optimiza-
tions. We note that implementing the GMDJ processing
outside of DBMS results in a significant communications
overhead between the GMDJ program and the DBMS; we
believe that this cost cancels out (or may even exceed) any
benefit gained by the external processing. Experiments per-
formed by Chatziantoniou [9] indicate that a GMDJ engine
integrated into a DBMS would result in significantly better
performance than what we achieve with our prototype.

In the majority of our experiments, the initial perfor-
mance of the target DBMS was typically 20-30% worse in
its first attempt at query evaluation compared to subsequent
runs; this is likely because the DBMS makes use of caching
to speed up subsequent query runs. The average query times
given in our graphs for nested loop and unnested join algo-
rithms do not include the measurements for the first query
run. We note that for all our test queries, the join/outer-joins
(unnested) versions of the queries were translated using the
best of the existing unnesting techniques developed in the
literature for the particular query. All important attributes
were indexed in the experiments, except when explicitly
dropped to study the stability of the algorithms.

We first consider a nested query expression with an
EXISTS subquery. The outer query block ranges over 1000

rows and the subquery block ranges over 300k, 600k, 900k,
and 1.2M rows. The experimental results for the four sizes
are given in Figure 2. It is worth noting that “Std” (the stan-
dard evaluation of our target DBMS) does not perform a
nested loop; instead it employs a specialized algorithm for
handling theEXISTS predicate. Despite this, both “Unst”
(the same query evaluated using joins) and “GMDJ” (the
same query evaluated using our GMDJ query engine) per-
form significantly better. It is interesting to note that even
for this type of query which is the simplest possible case in
unnesting, the GMDJ performs just as well as joins.

Figure 3 gives the performance for a query containing
comparison predicates with aggregate functions. The fig-
ure shows the performance for a query where the size of
the outer query ranges from 500 to 2000 rows, and the inner
block ranges from 300k to 1.2M rows. The “Std” evaluation
performs a simple nested loop. Not surprisingly, “Unst” and
“GMDJ” perform significantly better for this query. The
performance of ”Unst” degrades for the 1.2M subquery; de-
spite using a sort-merge join, the optimizer seemed unable
to handle the aggregate/outer-joinquery required efficiently.
We note that the GMDJ evaluation is much more memory
efficient and does not encounter such problems.

Figure 4 shows the performance for a query containing
the quantified comparison predicateALL. The table sizes for
both the inner and outer query was 40k, 80k, 120k, and 160k
rows. In our example the correlation predicate was a<>

on two key attributes. This is a good example of a query
that is not well handled by existing unnesting algorithms.
For an even smaller version of the query with 20k row ta-
ble sizes; the join/outer-join unnesting algorithm took more
than 7 hours to compute the result. Interestingly, we find
that the “Std” approach performs very well forALL sub-
queries. This is due to the target DBMS performing asmart
nested loop algorithm, i.e., when encountering a nested tu-
ple evaluating tofalse for theALL condition, it discards
the tupleb (essentially a form of tuple completion). Due to
the semantics of the query, with the<> correlation pred-
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icate, the ”basic” GMDJ evaluation algorithm is not par-
ticular effective (3 minutes for the 20k row version) and the
GMDJ evaluation algorithm is forced into an evaluation that
essentially mimics tuple-iteration semantics. However, if
the GMDJ expressions are optimized using tuple comple-
tion, the GMDJ algorithm ”GMDJ Opt” performs best.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the performance for a query con-
taining twoEXISTS subqueries ranging over 300k, 600k,
900k, and 1.2M row tables and nested within a query block
containing 1000 rows. The correlation conditions of this
query allow the “Std” algorithm to performs very well on
this query as long as the attributes used are indexed; where
this is not the case(“Std NI”) it performs very badly. The
join/outer-join version of this query needs to perform two
large joins. Due to the disjoint predicates, it is impossible
to combine the joins, and the DBMS struggles as a result
of this. Without indexes (“Unst NI”), the “Unst” strategy
degenerates further, though not as badly “Std”.

As expected, the basic GMDJ unnesting algorithm per-
forms very well, though not quite as well as the “Std” al-
gorithm. In this case, coalescing ”GMDJ C” results in only
a small improvement in query performance; this is because
the communications overhead dominates the query evalua-
tion time of our implementation. Because the GMDJ algo-
rithm is not dependent on indexes on the source tables for
the GMDJ evaluation itself, its performance is basically un-
affected by the absence of indexes on the key attributes - in
such a situation, the GMDJ evaluation performs an order of
magnitude better. In addition, we find that by applying our
previously described optimizations, the GMDJ evaluation
again outperforms the specializedEXISTS evaluation used
by our target DBMS.

Note that the optimized query performance above was
achieved solely by the use of the simple optimizations given
in Section 4. A cost-based optimizer deploying the full
range of optimizations and techniques developed in the lit-
erature (see, e.g., [11, 23, 9, 10, 1]) should be capable of
achieving significantly better performance.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we describe an approach to evaluating sub-
queries based on counting using the GMDJ operator. The
performance of our algorithm matches that of conventional
unnesting algorithms for simple subquery expressions, and
can be seen to perform well even in situations where con-
ventional unnesting performs poorly. This feature of our
algorithm rests on a few simple facts:

• The algorithm uses GMDJs in place of joins, outer-
joins, combinations of aggregation/joins, or set differ-
ence.

• Despite its complexity, the GMDJ operator can typi-
cally be evaluated in a single scan of the detail relation,
or by an efficient algorithm that minimizes additional
disk I/O [10, 1]; as this represents the dominant cost
of the processing, this ensures that the GMDJ will per-
form as well or better than a join on identical relations.

• The algorithm only introduces additional joins when
this is unavoidable (i.e., in the case of non-neighboring
predicates; cf. Section 3.2). In all other cases, the algo-
rithm avoid unnecessary supplementary tables and the
number of algebraic operations are kept to the mini-
mum.

• As the GMDJ operator can commute with projec-
tions, selections, joins, and other GMDJ operators, the
GMDJ operator provides flexibility comparable to that
of join reordering.

In the real world, ad-hoc queries may often lack useful
indexes, leading to very expensive subquery computations
for conventional unnesting algorithms (due to the unindexed
joins). Note that none of the other unnesting algorithms re-
viewed are capable of maintaining stability of performance
in the absence of indexes on the source table for all of the
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subqueries considered in this paper. The presence or ab-
sence of indexes on the base tables, however, has minimal
or no effect on the GMDJ processing algorithm [2].

It has previously been noted that a wide variety
of specialized OLAP evaluation optimization algorithms
can be generalized as algebraic transformations using
GMDJs [10]. It is interesting to observe that many complex
subquery optimizations can similarly be generalized using
GMDJs; e.g., the specialized “tuple completion” algorithm
of our target DBMS and the reuse of invariants [23].

Because the GMDJ evaluation has a well-defined
cost [1], it is easy to incorporate the GMDJ algorithm pro-
posed in this paper into a cost-based framework. For ex-
ample, one could introduce additional alternate correlation
removal rules for theAPPLY operator of [14] based on
GMDJs, allowing the cost-based query optimizer to select
between a rich set of alternatives (joins, set-divisionand
GMDJs) for the subquery evaluation. We note that the
GMDJ operator is well-suited to evaluation in a parallel or
distributed DBMS environment [3]. Thus the GMDJ algo-
rithm should also be of interest in parallel databases.

In conclusion, we observe that the GMDJ algorithm is a
stable, flexible, and efficient algorithm for evaluating sub-
queries. Additional research is required on determining
an optimal handling of non-neighboring predicates, some-
thing that has been ignored in the existing literature, and in
the development of a database query engine that integrates
GMDJs for handling subqueries.
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